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The electronic structure and oxidation state of atomic Au adsorbed on a perfect CeO2111 surface
have been investigated in detail by means of periodic density functional theory-based calculations,
using the LDA+U and GGA+U potentials for a broad range of U values, complemented with
calculations employing the HSE06 hybrid functional. In addition, the effects of the lattice parameter
a0 and of the starting point for the geometry optimization have also been analyzed. From the present
results we suggest that the oxidation state of single Au atoms on CeO2111 predicted by LDA
+U, GGA+U, and HSE06 density functional calculations is not conclusive and that the final picture
strongly depends on the method chosen and on the construction of the surface model. In some cases
we have been able to locate two well-defined states which are close in energy but with very different
electronic structure and local geometries, one with Au fully oxidized and one with neutral Au. The
energy difference between the two states is typically within the limits of the accuracy of the present
exchange-correlation potentials, and therefore, a clear lowest-energy state cannot be identified.
These results suggest the possibility of a dynamic distribution of Au0 and Au+ atomic species at the
regular sites of the CeO2111 surface. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
doi:10.1063/1.3216102
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the extraordinary catalytic properties of
Au by Haruta1 and Goodman and co-workers2 triggered ex-
tensive research in gold catalysis, with new reactions and
new catalysts being reported almost continuously.3,4 It is now
well established that, although some of the intrinsic proper-
ties of gold nanoparticles such as the existence of low coor-
dinated sites5 or a critical size for some reactions6,7 are
largely responsible for the observed chemistry, the catalytic
properties of Au-based catalysts are strongly affected by the
support.8 In particular, Au supported on ceria has been found
to be especially active toward the water gas shift WGS
reaction9,10 and has therefore attracted the interest of various
groups who examined the catalytic performance of gold
nanoparticles supported on ceria for a large set of chemical
reactions.11–18
The origin of the excellent performance of the Au /CeOx
catalysts has been investigated by several authors from both
experimental and theoretical points of view. One of the most
debated issues in this area has been the oxidation state of the
active gold species in the supported catalysts.3 Unfortunately,
the information currently available appears controversial. Fu
et al.10 suggested that the high catalytic activity of this sys-
tem in the WGS reaction arises from positively charged Au,
with further evidence indicating that the oxidation state of
Au changes with the composition of the gas.19 The existence
of cationic Au has also been suggested by Guzman et al.17
and by Pillai and Deevi20 based on data regarding the carbon
monoxide oxidation CO+O reaction. Note, however, that
the WGS experiments correspond to reducing condition
whereas the CO+O reaction is performed under oxidizing
conditions and, thus, the oxidation state of gold in the cataly-
sis is probably different in both reactions. Recent photoemis-
sion experiments21 carried out on Au islands deposited
through evaporation on CeO2 thin films showed an Au-
induced reduction from Ce+4 to Ce3+ at the ceria surface,
which the authors suggested was associated with the forma-
tion of Au+ species.
However, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy experiments
on model systems consisting of Au nanoparticles supported
on well defined CeO2111 seem to indicate that Au nano-
particles remain neutral after the WGS reaction reducing
conditions, which is also consistent with in situ measure-aElectronic mail: francesc.illas@ub.edu.
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ments of near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure for high-
surface-area catalysts22–25 suggesting that the possible exis-
tence of AuOx species in the as-prepared catalyst17 does not
correlate with the catalytic activity. According to these re-
sults, cationic Au even if formed will not participate in the
active phase. Furthermore, recent experiments carried out
under controlled ultrahigh vacuum conditions show that the
high activity of the Au /CeOx system toward the WGS relies
heavily on the capability of the ceria support to dissociate
H2O molecules. A perfect CeO2111 surface is not reactive
toward water dissociation, but dissociation takes place as
soon as O vacancies are present.26 The presence of reduced
ceria is important, but this does not necessarily correlate with
the existence of oxidized Au atoms. Gold nanoparticles sup-
ported on the CeO2111 surface enable water dissociation,
allowing the partial reduction in CeO2111 by CO or the
CO /H2O mixtures, but without a concomitant oxidation of
Au.26 Finally, recent experimental work carried out on well-
ordered ceria films show that atomic Au prefers to be ad-
sorbed on point defects such as step edges. Hence, gold
nanoparticles only grow on the CeO2111 terraces when the
Au coverage is sufficiently large.27 It is worth mentioning
that in these experimental studies, gold is forming nanoclus-
ters at the ceria surface. Considering the current debate about
the role of Au+ cations in gold catalysis, an experimental
investigation of the interaction of individual gold atoms with
ceria surfaces would be very desirable.
Next, let us analyze the existing literature concerning the
theoretical study of Au on CeO2111, which typically con-
siders the interaction of the surface with individual Au at-
oms. These studies are all based on periodic density func-
tional theory DFT but use different approximations for the
universal but unknown exchange-correlation potential. Un-
fortunately, this led to some contradictory results in the re-
cent literature. For instance, an earlier work of Liu et al.,28
based on the use of a generalized gradient approximation
GGA-type exchange-correlation functional and a modifica-
tion of the Broyden mixing scheme to preserve broken sym-
metry solutions arising from the reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+,
suggests that at the atop site of a perfect CeO2111 terrace
Au acquires some positive charge leading to a reduced Ce3+
cation. This phenomenon has been reinvestigated by some of
the same authors using a GGA+U functional. This later
study again concludes that on CeO2111 adsorbed Au is
fully oxidized when adsorbed either on top of the oxygen
sites or on a bridging site between surface oxygen atoms.29
Adsorption at the bridge site being preferred although the
difference in adsorption energy between top and bridge sites
was 0.21 or 0.13 eV only, for the 22 and 35 supercells,
respectively. The bridge site was also found to be the global
minimum in the systematic study of the adsorption sites and
oxidation state of gold adatoms by Hernandez et al.30 These
authors further suggested that the stability of the oxidized
gold state at the top site could be due to the negative elec-
trostatic potential on top of the surface, while in the case of
the bridging site, which was found to be slightly more stable,
the charge transfer is also favored by the coordination. How-
ever, these results contrast with recent work by Castellani et
al.,31 also using both LDA+U and GGA+U, suggesting that
on that surface Au tends to remain neutral although it can
become oxidized at low-coordination sites modeled by
stepped surfaces. These authors also investigated different
sites but did not identify the bridge site as the most stable
one, probably due to the different computational setup. Here,
it is important to point out that Chen et al.32 argue that the
results obtained with GGA and GGA+U are almost identi-
cal, which may be correct for the energy and some related
properties but is not necessarily the case for the resulting
electronic structure. In fact, these authors did not analyze the
net charge on the adsorbed Au atom, which we consider is
the key issue. Clearly a clarification of the charge state of Au
atoms on regular CeO2111 surface is urgently needed,
which is the aim of the present work.
II. MODELING CERIA BY MEANS OF DENSITY
FUNCTIONAL THEORY
In order to better understand the origin of the variation in
the description of Au on CeO2111 by different DFT-based
calculations, it is important to analyze in detail the ap-
proaches used in previous studies. First, we note that the
standard local density approximation LDA and the GGA
fail to describe the strongly localized 4f electrons in reduced
ceria. This common failure of LDA and GGA to describe
strongly correlated systems, not only reduced CeOx, but also
compounds as simple as NiO,33 usually can be remedied by
employing hybrid functionals, which mix a part of exact
nonlocal Fock exchange with the local density functional
exchange potential. For CeO2 and Ce2O3, hybrid density
functional calculations carried out using either plane wave or
Gaussian-type orbitals basis sets34,35 led to an accurate de-
scription of both systems. In particular, the electronic struc-
ture of Ce2O3 is correctly described with the 4f states well
localized on the Ce3+ cations. The hybrid DFT calculations
are also able to describe reduced ceria and the particular
electronic structure of the resulting 4f localized states.36,37
Unfortunately, periodic hybrid DFT calculations face a num-
ber of computational problems. Calculations are reasonably
fast when using Gaussian-type orbitals GTOs but geometry
optimization becomes exceedingly slow, because the calcu-
lation of energy gradients using GTO becomes the limiting
step. The choice of the basis set is also a key question espe-
cially for the 4f shell. Geometry optimization is much more
efficient when using a plane-wave basis set but here the lim-
iting step is the calculation of the energy with the hybrid
functional due to the difficulty in estimating the nonlocal
Fock exchange contribution. For bulk solids34,35,38,39 or for
relatively small unit cells of slab models of a surface,37,40
periodic hybrid calculations are possible but computationally
expensive. Finally, one must realize that hybrid DFT is not
without problems either because the amount of Fock ex-
change included in the potential is an external input which
largely affects the final description.33,41
A simple, less computationally demanding, and efficient
way to overcome the problems arising from the LDA and
GGA exchange-correlated potentials when applied to
strongly correlated systems is to correct the self-interaction
error by means of a Hubbard-like term by explicit inclusion
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of an effective local two-electron one-center repulsion term
Ueff hereafter referred to simply as U resulting in the so-
called LDA+U or GGA+U approaches.42–44 The resulting
methods allow for a correct description of the electronic
structure of reduced ceria. However, the choice of U is a
delicate issue for several reasons. First, the physical idea
behind this method is to correct the description of the elec-
tronic correlation of an electron pair in a given orbital of a
given atom provided by LDA or GGA. Clearly, the optimum
U values for LDA and GGA can be different. Second, U has
to be large enough to lead to well localized 4f electrons but
this choice should not generate artificially biased results. Fi-
nally, the optimum value of U may depend on the studied
property, as evidenced recently by Castleton et al.45 Several
authors suggest that a correct description of systems based
on ceria is achieved by using GGA+U and U=5 eV and
argue that smaller U values will result in artificial delocal-
ization of the 4f electron in reduced ceria.29,46 On the other
hand, Loschen et al. have suggested that U can be regarded
as a semiempirical parameter and have shown that for
GGA+U calculations a value of U=3 eV provides a bal-
anced description of CeO2 and Ce2O3 whereas a larger value
of U=5 eV is recommended for LDA+U calculations.47
The larger value for LDA is consistent with the fact that
GGA will provide a more reliable value of the on-site corre-
lation, although still needing correction. Finally, one has to
consider the possibility of using a U value determined in a
self-consistent way: 5.30 and 4.50 eV for the LDA+U and
GGA+U methods, respectively.48 However, there is no guar-
antee that a self-consistent U will systematically improve
calculated results.
The discussion so far has focused on the DFT method
used to compute the energy, electron density, and related
properties. There is, however, another difficulty in the DFT
description of complex metal oxides, related to the prediction
of the equilibrium cell parameters, which is also relevant for
the discussion presented in this work. For simple oxides and
metals, both LDA and GGA predict lattice parameters in
fairly good agreement with experiment. However, for more
complex oxides or for transition metals involving heavy at-
oms, it is known that GGA consistently overestimates inter-
atomic distances, whereas LDA predicts values that are still
close to experiment. Therefore, when using GGA functionals
to investigate surface properties, one faces a dilemma when
choosing the cell parameter to build the surface model. The
usual choice is to employ the theoretical equilibrium param-
eter, where the description of the slab stress is correct, but
the geometry can exhibit significant deviation from experi-
ment. An alternative choice is to simply employ the experi-
mental cell parameter, which avoids the artificial cell expan-
sion, although at the expense of introducing a spurious stress
on the slab, lateral to the surface, which may lead to unreal-
istic surface relaxations.
Let us consider the case of CeO2, with an experimental
value of the lattice parameter a05.41 Å 5.4061 Å Ref.
49 or 5.4111 Å Ref. 50. The GGA-calculated a0 is 5.48
Å PW91 or 5.47 Å PBE,34,35,47 i.e., larger than the experi-
mental value. This 1.3% error of the GGA method on a0
appears small but it represents a 4.5% increase in the equi-
librium volume. The LDA predicted a0 value is 5.36 Å,
which also represents 1% error with respect to experiment
and will lead to a somewhat compressed lattice.34,47 A very
accurate a0 value results from hybrid DFT calculations: 5.39
and 5.40 Å from plane-wave calculation with the PBE0 and
HSE hybrid functionals, respectively,34 or 5.41 Å from cal-
culations using a GTO basis set and the HSE functional.35
The effect of the U term on the calculated lattice parameter is
the same in LDA+U and GGA+U schemes: A moderate
increase in the calculated a0 value with respect to that ob-
tained from standard LDA and GGA U=0, respectively.
Hence, the LDA+U a0 value becomes closer to the experi-
ment, increasing to 5.40 Å for U=5 eV, whereas the GGA
+U the calculated a0 is also increased, thus deviating further
from experiment.
At this point one may wonder whether simply using the
experimental value for the lattice constant might be prefer-
able. Indeed, this is the usual choice when aiming at predict-
ing properties that strongly depend on the structural param-
eters, for example, magnetic coupling constants J of
magnetic oxides such as NiO.33 Here, the use of an experi-
mental lattice parameter allows one to predict values for the
magnetic coupling constant which are in very good agree-
ment with experiment,51–53 even if the structure is under
stress because the forces on the atoms are not vanishing. In
this case, the use of an optimized geometry will destroy the
agreement with experiment since J varies strongly with the
interatomic distance r; usually Jr−n with 6n12 see,
for instance, Refs. 54 and 55. However, using the experi-
mental geometry for the definition of the unit cell parameter
still leaves one with the need to choose a method to relax the
surface and to provide the equilibrium geometry of the ad-
sorbed species. In order to overcome this difficulty, in recent
studies of stepped ceria surfaces,56 ceria nanoparticles,57–59
and the adsorption of Au on ceria,31 some of us suggested
using the LDA+U U=5 eV geometry while employing
GGA+U to obtain the energy and the electron density. This
approach is not without problems either and difficulties may
occur in the calculation of properties for which stress, rather
than geometry itself, plays the dominant role. Furthermore,
using two different methods for the calculation of geometry
and electronic properties could be problematic in situations
where a strong coupling between geometry and electronics is
to be expected. Indeed, recent work suggested that the cal-
culation of the oxidation state of Ce atoms in ceria suffers
from this difficulty and the nature of the electronic solution
depends critically on the assumed geometry or even on the
initial geometry for the relaxation.30,37,58
Having discussed the advantages and drawbacks of the
different approaches that can be used to model the properties
of ceria surfaces, we should point out that the aim of the
present work is not to provide support for any particular
choice of methodology, nor to discuss the relative stabilities
of surface adsorption sites, but to critically review the effect
of the modeling and technical choices on the calculated re-
sults and on the emerging physical and chemical pictures of
the metal-substrate interaction. In particular, we will demon-
strate that the theoretical answer to the problem of the oxi-
dation of atomic gold on the atop site of CeO2111 is indeed
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critically affected by the choice of computational approach,
including the selection of a U parameter in GGA+U calcu-
lations and of the cell parameter used to build the surface
model. This will illustrate the limitations of present theoret-
ical methodologies, based on the DFT, in the prediction of
the surface chemical properties of complex oxides.
III. SURFACE MODELS AND COMPUTATIONAL
STRATEGY
The interaction of atomic Au with the O-terminated
CeO2111 surface has been studied with the help of a peri-
odic slab with three O–Ce–O layers or a total of nine atomic
layers slab models with only two O–Ce–O layers were em-
ployed for the hybrid DFT calculations and considering
mainly the interaction of Au directly on top of one surface O
atom. An earlier study identified this site as the most stable
adsorption site for Au,28 whereas more recent work29,30 sug-
gested that the bridge site is more stable, although the differ-
ence in adsorption energy between the two sites is quite
small, as commented above. Castellani et al.31 also consid-
ered a similar bridging site but, with their combined LDA
+U U=5 eV geometry and GGA+U U=3 eV computa-
tional setup, this was found to be less stable than the atop site
by 0.1 eV. In any case, the main purpose of the present
work is to investigate the effect that different choices in the
modeling may have on the description of the interaction of
Au with CeO2111. In this sense, the consideration of the
atop O site only is justified, since it allows a direct compari-
son of the different approaches. Nevertheless, selected calcu-
lations for the bridge site will also be presented to obtain a
more complete description of the interaction of Au with
CeO2111.
The slab unit cell used in the present work is a 22
simulation cell Fig. 1, resulting in an Au coverage of 0.25
ML with respect to the number of O atoms in the surface
supercell, with a vacuum width of 15 Å between the
neighboring interleaved slabs along the perpendicular direc-
tion to the surface. The slab models were cut from the bulk
cubic fm3m fluorite structure using different choices for
the lattice parameter, as described below. For the nine atomic
layer slab models, the four bottom layers were fixed in posi-
tions as calculated for the bulk and the five uppermost layers
were allowed to relax fully. The six-layer model used in the
more expensive hybrid calculations is derived from the nine
layer model, constructed using the corresponding optimized
bulk lattice parameter, with the three uppermost layers fully
relaxed and the three bottom layers fixed at their geometry
from the nine layer slab.
The total energy of the slab model, with or without Au,
has been obtained from DFT-based periodic calculations us-
ing the LDA+U and GGA+U exchange-correlation poten-
tials with different values of U and a basis set with a cutoff
of 415 eV for the kinetic energy of the plane waves. The
projected augmented wave PAW method,60 within the
implementation of Kresse and Joubert61 in the VASP code,62
is employed to take into account the effect of the core elec-
trons on the valence density. For completeness, a series of
calculations has also been carried out using the HSE06 short
range SR screened hybrid functional.63,64 This exchange-
correlation functional takes the form as given in Eq. 1:
Exc
HSE = aEx
SR-HF + 1 − aEx
SR-PBE
+ Ex
LR-PBE + Ec
PBE
. 1
It mixes 25% of exact Fock exchange a=0.25 in the GGA
total energy evaluation but with a value of 0.20 for the 
screening parameter for the short range. Note that for 
→0 the resulting potential is the PBE0 one,65,66 whereas for
→ it leads to the PBE form of the GGA functional.67
Inclusion of nonlocal exchange results in a much higher
computational complexity when used with a plane wave ba-
sis set, which makes full geometry optimization computa-
tionally very demanding. Consequently, HSE06 calculations
have been carried out only for some special cases. Note that
one advantage of hybrid potentials over GGA+U is that the
former modify the whole electronic density and not only the
d-band or f-band in case of f-atoms of one particular kind
of atom. Nevertheless, one must be aware that the hybrid-
DFT based methods are not unambiguous either, since
one needs to define the amount of Fock exchange to be
used.33,41,68–74
The total energy threshold defining self-consistency of
the electron density was set to 10−4 eV and the convergence
criterion for structural optimization was set to be a total en-
ergy difference of less than 10−2 eV for consecutive geom-
etries. Optimized geometries were then refined until forces
on atoms were smaller than 0.01 eV /Å2 and characterized
as minimum-energy stationary points by proper analysis of
the vibrational frequencies involving the Au atom. Numeri-
cal integration in the reciprocal space was carried out using a
331 grid of special k-points.75
FIG. 1. a Top and b side views of the 22 unit cell for the CeO2111
slab model used in all calculations. Note that the vacuum width between
repeated slabs used in the calculations is thicker 15 Å than it appears in
the figure.
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In the following section we present series of calcula-
tions, which will allow us to separate the influence of differ-
ent factors on the calculated oxidation state of Au adatoms at
the atop O sites of the CeO2111 surface. For each type of
calculation, we analyze the atomic structure, adsorption en-
ergy, the magnetic moment, and the Bader76 charge. In some
of the calculations, adsorbed Au maintains its atomiclike
character, which is evidenced by an almost zero net charge
and a magnetic moment of 0.3 B. However, in other cal-
culations, Au becomes oxidized and the signature for the Au+
cationic species is a net charge of +0.3e and a zero mag-
netic moment, in agreement with previous work.29–31,77 This
metal oxidation is accompanied by the appearance of a lo-
calized magnetic moment of 0.9 B on one of the surface
Ce atoms, which is a next nearest neighbor NNN to the O
atop site, thus indicating its reduction to a Ce3+ state.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Single-point calculations on previously optimized
structures corresponding to Au0/Ce4+ and Au+/Ce3+
situations: The geometry bias
We performed a series of single-point calculations on
two previously obtained optimized geometries using GGA
+U with U=0, 3, and 5 eV denoted as G0, G3, and G5,
respectively and LDA+U with U=5 eV L5. The first ge-
ometry, from the work of Castellani et al.,31 was obtained at
the L5 level, with the cell parameter corresponding to the L5
equilibrium a0=5.40 Å. The resulting electronic structure
with this setup corresponds to a neutral state of gold ada-
tom and a concomitant unreduced surface Au0 /Ce4+ situa-
tion. The second geometry, from the work of Hernandez
et al.,30 was obtained at the G5 level, with the cell parameter
corresponding to the G5 equilibrium a0=5.49 Å. The elec-
tronic structure emerging from this setup corresponds to a
charge-transfer situation, where gold is Au+ and one of the
Ce surface cations next-nearest neighbor to the O–Au bond
is reduced to Ce3+. These two series of calculations will al-
low us to separate the effect of the initial geometry from that
of the method employed in the final energy and electronic
structure calculation. Note also that the first geometry corre-
sponds to a high-symmetry structure, which tends to favor an
electronic solution where the Au is neutral, while the second
geometry involves a lower-symmetry structure, which favors
a solution where the Au is oxidized. The two different solu-
tions may be regarded as electronic states dominated by the
neutral or ionic valence bond components, respectively.
We will describe each set of calculations separately. The
results for the first series of calculations, performed with the
geometry favorable to neutral gold and unreduced ceria, are
summarized in Table I. For completeness, this table also re-
ports the results obtained using the L5 methodology. We al-
ready mentioned that the a0 predicted at the L5 level 5.40
Å almost coincides with the experimentally determined
value. It is immediately clear from the results in Table I that
the single-point calculations performed at this geometry us-
ing GGA+U calculations all lead essentially to the same
result: Au remains neutral and the ceria surface remains un-
reduced, that is, no charge transfer takes place between the
surface and the adatom. Varying U in the GGA+U series
does not cause substantial changes; note that the Au–O dis-
tance is fixed in this series. The adsorption energy decreases
from 0.73 eV for G0 to 0.61 eV for G5, but the magnetic
moment on adsorbed Au remains close to 0.3 B, the Bader
charge on adsorbed Au is close to zero and the magnetic
moment in the Ce atoms around this O surface atom is small
Ce0.10 B. The L5 calculation, as expected, also
gives the same result, i.e., Au keeps its neutral character and
it is not oxidized. The calculated value of the adsorption
energy becomes considerably larger 1.27 eV than that ob-
tained using the GGA potential at any of the U values ex-
plored. This is not surprising and results from the well-
known tendency of LDA to overestimate adsorption
energies.78,79
Now, let us consider the results obtained in the second
series of calculations, where the geometry is fixed to the
situation corresponding to the charge transfer Au+ /Ce3+
situation. In this case, the lattice parameter and geometry
relaxation were calculated at the G5 level.30 Under these
conditions the computed lattice parameter a0=5.49 Å is no-
ticeably larger than the experimental value 5.41 Å.49,50 The
results for this series of calculations are summarized in Table
II and indicate that, contrary to the results described above,
in this case the adsorption energy increases with increasing
TABLE I. Adsorption energy Eads in eV, Bader charge of Au qAu in a.u.,
and magnetic moments on Au and Ce Au and Ce in B for the interaction
of atomic Au with the O top site of the regular CeO2111 surface as pre-
dicted from single-point calculations at the geometry reported in Ref. 31.
the lattice parameter a0=5.40 Å, the Au–O bond length dAu–O1
=2.07 Å, and the Ce–O bond distance in the unrelaxed CeO2 layers equals
2.34 Å, which is favorable for the neutral gold atom and unreduced ceria.
The notations Gn and L5 specify GGA+U U=n eV and LDA+U
U=5 eV calculations, respectively.
G0 G3 G5 L5
Eads 0.73 0.66 0.61 1.27
qAu +0.01 0.02 +0.05 0.05
Au 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.32
Ce 0.08–0.09a 0.07–0.10a 0.06–0.10a 0.07–0.10a
aDelocalized over four Ce atoms.
TABLE II. Adsorption energy Eads in eV, Bader charge of Au qAu in a.u.,
and magnetic moments on Au and Ce Au and Ce in B for the interaction
of atomic Au with the O top site of the regular CeO2111 surface as pre-
dicted from single-point calculations at the geometry reported in Ref. 30
the lattice parameter a0=5.49 Å, the Au–O bond length dAu–O1
=1.96 Å, and the Ce–O bond distance in the unrelaxed CeO2 layers equals
2.37 Å, which is favorable for oxidation of the gold atom. The notations Gn
and L5 specify GGA+U U=n eV and LDA+U U=5 eV calculations,
respectively.
G0 G3 G5 L5
Eads 0.26 0.60 0.96 1.37
qAu +0.21 +0.26 +0.32 +0.32
Au 0.01 0.06 0.07 0.07
Ce 0.70a–0.07b 0.79c 0.94c 0.93c
aLocalized in one Ce atom.
bDelocalized over three Ce atoms.
cFully localized on one Ce atom, NNN to the O–Au bond.
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U. This trend does not mean that the solution improves with
increasing U, but merely reflects the fact that the crystal
structure and surface geometry have been consistently calcu-
lated at the G5 level. The most important difference between
the two series of calculations is that the results in Table II
suggest that Au has a marked tendency to become oxidized
with a concomitant reduction in the underlying ceria sub-
strate, even for U=0 eV. The net charge in the adsorbed Au
atom becomes positive and increases with U up to +0.32e for
U=5 eV. This increase in the charge of the adatom is ac-
companied by a progressive increase in the magnetic mo-
ment of one of the neighboring Ce atoms. Note that in these
single-point calculations there is significant distortion of the
underlying CeO2 substrate with a local geometry around the
adsorbed Au atom very different from that in the series of
calculations listed in Table I. The result corresponding to U
=0 deserves some additional comments since it is well es-
tablished that pure GGA is not able to properly describe the
electronic nature of reduced ceria. The present results are in
agreement with those reported by Liu et al.28 obtained using
the GGA lattice parameter and a Broyden mixing scheme
together with a pure GGA exchange-correlation functional.
These authors found that, under these conditions, the inter-
action with CeO2111 oxidizes the adsorbed Au atoms. Nev-
ertheless, it is important to note that for U=0 the oxidation
of Au is accompanied, as expected, by reduction in the un-
derlying substrate but here the electron transferred to the
substrate is delocalized among various Ce atoms. Increasing
the value of U up to 5 eV enhances the tendency of Au to
lose one electron and results in a completely oxidized Au
atom, but now with a transfer of one electron to one of the
Ce atoms, where the electron is well localized in a 4f orbital,
indicating the formation of a Ce3+ species. Apart from the
fact that here Au becomes oxidized, which is qualitatively
different from the results described for the previous series of
calculations, we should emphasize that the surface geometry
is markedly different here, with one longer 3.97 Å and one
shorter 3.67 Å Ce–Ce distance, which represents roughly a
0.15 Å expansion/compression of the 3.82 Å value for the
relaxed clean surface. This structural distortion is the result
of the Ce4+→Ce3+ reduction, since the latter has a larger
atomic volume, and therefore Ce3+–O distances are larger
than Ce4+–O distances. The result of a L5 single-point cal-
culation at this geometry is again very similar to the results
for GGA+U, showing clear Au oxidation and Ce reduction,
but with a stronger adsorption.
The overall conclusion from the two series of calcula-
tions described above is that the level of theory used for a
single-point calculation at a given geometry has very little
effect on the nature of the electronic solution obtained. In
other words, the geometry already contains the information
of the character of the electronic state, which does not
change when using different values of U, provided that fur-
ther relaxation is not allowed.
B. Full relaxation calculations for different values
of the cell parameter
Having concluded that the geometry largely determines
the character of the final solution, we now want to clarify the
effect of different aspects of the geometry. The two structures
studied above differ not only in the local geometry at the
surface but also in the value of the cell parameter. Indeed,
one can argue that the effect of the cell parameter itself is
very important and that more compressed cells will tend to
favor an unreduced ceria surface as there is no space avail-
able for the required increase in size of the Ce cation upon
reduction to the 3+ state, while, conversely, more expanded
cells would favor the reduced ceria solution, accompanied by
the oxidation of gold. We will therefore try to separate the
effect of the cell parameter from that of the local geometry,
in order to check whether the difference in cell parameters is
enough to explain the results presented in the last subsection.
We will do that by performing full relaxation calculations of
the atomic coordinates at different fixed values of a0. It is
worth noting that making the cell parameter an independent
variable is not a purely methodological exercise. Small com-
pression or expansion of the surface can in principle be
achieved by growing thin films of the oxide material on top
of a metal support with different cell parameters. The cell
parameter can also be experimentally modified by applying
external pressures or by doping the bulk materials.
Three new series of calculations with G0, G3, and G5
were therefore carried out by fixing the lattice parameter to
different values a0=5.35–5.55 Å, in steps of 0.05 Å and
relaxing the structures starting from geometries close to
those described above for the neutral and oxidized Au ada-
tom. In the set of calculations with U=0 eV, summarized in
the top panel of Fig. 2, for all values of the lattice parameter
the predicted ground state corresponds to neutral Au, but
with a trend to become slightly charged at the larger values
of a0, although the Bader charge remains well below the
value of 0.3 a.u. corresponding to oxidized Au. Changing U
from 0 to 3 eV middle panel of Fig. 2 does not have any
significant effect for the smaller values of the cell param-
eters, around aexp and below. However, for the value of a0
=5.45 Å and above, a second solution appears, which cor-
responds to a partially oxidized state of Au, and with a very
similar energy to the solution with neutral gold. Thus, when
carrying out a full relaxation using the theoretical equilib-
rium cell parameter at the G3 level, the two solutions coexist
and the differences in energy between them are so small that
it is no longer possible to reliably identify the ground state;
one solution or the other are obtained from the relaxation
depending only on the starting structure. The stability of the
solution with Au+ with respect to the solution with Au0 in-
creases slightly when increasing the cell parameter, but even
at the largest value of the lattice parameter investigated here
5.55 Å, the two solutions remain very close in energy.
For U=5 eV bottom panel of Fig. 2 the situation is
very different except for the lowest value of the lattice pa-
rameter a0=5.35 Å, which is smaller than the experimen-
tal one a0=5.41 Å, the ground state corresponds to a fully
oxidized Au atom. For a0=5.35 Å and a0=5.40 Å two so-
lutions occur, one with and another without Au oxidation,
depending on the initial structure in the geometry optimiza-
tion. In the first case, the solution corresponding to oxidized
Au is only 55 meV higher in energy, whereas in the second
case the solution with neutral Au is 153 meV higher in en-
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ergy than the one where Au is oxidized. When the calculation
is performed with a cell parameter around the theoretical
value for the G5 method, only the solution with Au oxidation
could be found. As an illustration of the coexistence of the
two different types of electronic solutions in some critical
cases, we plotted the partial densities of states DOSs cor-
responding to the two solutions with U=5 eV and a0
=5.40 Å Fig. 3. The lowest energy solution in this case
corresponds to oxidized gold and a reduced surface Ce cat-
ion, where the Ce 4f peak is just below the Fermi level and
the Au 6s states are empty Fig. 3a. However, the Ce
4f-Au 6s energy separation is so small that the excited state
with an Au0 6s1 configuration is very close in energy 153
meV in this case to the ground state. This second solution is
shown in Fig. 3b, where the Ce 4f are all above the Fermi
level.
Finally, we also performed full relaxation calculations at
the L5 level, starting from the two different types of geom-
etry discussed above. In this case, the variation with the cell
parameter was not investigated, as the theoretical equilib-
rium value for this method 5.40 Å is very close to the
experimental value. Again, the initial geometry determined
the nature of the solution. The lowest-energy case corre-
sponds to oxidized gold and one reduced Ce cation in the
next nearest neighbor position to the O atom of the top site,
although the solution without charge transfer, which is the
one reported in Ref. 31, is only 51 meV higher.
It is clear from these series of calculations that the
GGA+U result on the oxidation state of gold depends both
on the value of the cell parameter employed to build the
surface slab and on the U value used in the calculation of the
local geometry. Larger U values tend to favor the oxidized
gold solution, while lower U values tend to give the neutral
gold state, which is in line with previous work on the Pd/
ceria system, showing that the introduction of U in the GGA
description is necessary to reproduce the experimentally ob-
served charge transfer between Pd adatoms and surface Ce
cations.80 Also, the value of the cell parameter critically af-
fects the nature of the solution. When the cell is too com-
pressed, it is energetically unfavorable to accommodate the
larger Ce3+ cation, and therefore an unreduced surface is
preferred. In general, the larger the cell parameter, the more
favorable becomes the charge transfer solution. This obser-
vation explains the discrepancy between the results of Cas-
tellani et al.31 G3 at a05.40 Å, observing neutral gold,
and of Hernandez et al.30 and Zhang et al.29 G5 at a0
5.49 Å, reporting oxidized gold. As stated above, we do
not intend to argue here which approach corresponds better
to the real ceria surface in a relaxed state. However, our
results do show clearly that the answer critically depends on
the computational approach and model chosen, even if the
variations in U from 3 to 5 eV or in the cell parameter
from 5.40 to 5.49 eV may appear small.
C. Calculations with the HSE06 hybrid functional
The calculations described so far are all based on the
LDA+U or GGA+U approaches. These methods introduce
the U term on the Ce4f level only and, hence, the main
effect on the electron density is precisely on these levels. In
FIG. 2. Effect of lattice parameter and U value on the oxidation state of Au
atom adsorbed on the O1 top site of CeO2111. Reported on the vertical
axis are the Bader charges for adsorbed Au; note that a fully oxidized Au
atom is characterized by a Bader charge of roughly +0.35e. As specified in
the text, the calculations were started from geometries calculated for the
neutral and oxidized Au adatom. Top, middle, and bottom panels report
results for U=0, 3, and 5 eV, respectively. Circles denote the ground state
whereas horizontal lines denote an excited configuration at an energy from
the ground state given in parentheses. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
experimental and calculated within the corresponding GGA+U method
value of the lattice parameter.
FIG. 3. Electronic DOS projected on the Au 6s and Au 4f orbitals for the
two different solutions obtained with GGA+U U=5 eV and a0=5.40 Å,
corresponding to a oxidized Au and reduced Ce cation and b neutral gold
and unreduced Ce4+. Positive and negative values of the DOS correspond to
spin up and spin down components, respectively.
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this sense, a better description may be reached by using hy-
brid functionals, where the introduction of the nonlocal Fock
exchange potential has a direct effect on the whole electron
density and not only on the Ce f levels. It should be reiter-
ated, however, that the precise amount of the Fock exchange
needed in hybrid functionals cf. Eq. 1 cannot be antici-
pated easily and may be system dependent.33,41,68–74,81 There-
fore, the amount of Fock exchange included in the functional
could affect the prediction in a similar way as the amount of
Hubbard correction does in the LDA+U and GGA+U
calculations.
We now present the results from hybrid DFT calcula-
tions within the HSE06 functional. They were carried out
first for two fixed geometries using nine atomic layer slab
models. Results for this model obtained using the GGA+U
approach show that the reduced thickness does not notice-
ably affect the energy difference between the two solutions.
Again, the calculations converged to a solution with oxidized
or neutral Au, depending on the nature of the geometry fa-
vorable or unfavorable to oxidation. This result is in line
with the conclusions extracted from the LDA+U and GGA
+U calculations and confirms that the starting geometry and
the lattice parameter play a fundamental role.
Next, calculations were also carried out at the HSE06-
optimized lattice parameter 5.40 Å, including relaxation of
the surface atoms, but starting from the two different geom-
etries, one close to the solution corresponding to adsorbed
neutral Au and one corresponding to oxidized adsorbed Au.
Since these calculations are computationally very demand-
ing, we used here the six layer slab model and kept fixed the
three bottom layers. Again, two solutions are found, one with
neutral and another with fully oxidized Au. In the latter, the
oxidation is accompanied by the Ce4+→Ce3+ reduction of
one of the surface Ce atoms, with a concomitant localization
of one electron in the Ce4f level with a magnetic moment
of Ce=0.93. In this case, the lowest energy solution cor-
responds to the neutral state of gold, but the energy differ-
ence between the two states is not very large, about 150 meV.
From the whole set of results described above it is clear
that the calculated interaction of the Au with the atop O site
at the perfect CeO2111 surface depends on the exchange-
correlation potential used and the model of the substrate sur-
face. One may suggest that the differences encountered when
using different approaches have their origin in the proximity
of two electronic states. Hence, using one computational
setup or another may favor different electronic solutions, re-
sulting in different qualitative pictures of the adsorbed spe-
cies, at least at 0 K. In most cases, the energy difference is so
small that one can safely claim that at higher temperature the
two states may coexist and, as a result, a statistical distribu-
tion would be present. In some other cases, the energy dif-
ference is larger, precluding the occurrence of both solutions.
D. Comparison with bridge site
The whole discussion above is based on results obtained
from a systematic study where Au interacts directly with an
O surface atom atop site. This site was reported to be the
most stable for Au adsorption on CeO2111 at the G3 level,
with geometry and the cell parameter corresponding to the
L5 a0=5.40 Å and Au remained neutral.31 However, as
already mentioned, Zhang et al.29 and Hernandez et al.30
reported that at the G5 level with a0=5.49 Å the global
minimum corresponds to a bridge site where Au interacts
directly with two O surface atoms and that here Au becomes
oxidized. It seems therefore appropriate to compare at least
these two approaches G3 with a0=5.40 Å and G5 with a0
=5.49 Å for the bridge site as well, in each case starting
from geometries favorable to neutral or to oxidized Au, simi-
lar to our study of the top site. From this additional set of
calculations, several important conclusions emerge, which
fully confirm the finding of the systematic study described
above for the atop site and add also new perspectives.
First, the bridge site behaves differently from the top
site. Even with G3 and a0=5.40 Å the optimum value for
L5 and for hybrid functionals and also very close to experi-
ment, this site is only stable for an electronic structure
where Au is oxidized with a calculated Bader charge of
+0.36 a.u. Any attempt to converge to a solution with neu-
tral bridging Au resulted in a final geometry where Au moves
either to the top site of to a different type of bridge sites
involving one O and one Ce surface atom. The latter is the
global minimum for these calculation settings and is similar
to the most stable adsorption geometry of neutral gold at the
isostructural 111 surface of cubic zirconia.82 Thus, a very
interesting and important result is that the charge transfer
oxidized Au solution at the bridge site is not the global
minimum at the G3 and a0=5.40 Å level. In fact, it has an
energy 0.09 eV higher than the neutral Au solution at top site
and 0.13 eV higher than the neutral Au solution at the O–Ce
bridge site.
The comparison between the top and bridge sites allows
us to conclude that not only can the nature of the solutions,
but also the relative stability of the sites change with the
choice of computational parameters. Finally, the reason why
the bridge site behaves in a different way from the top site is
likely because twofold coordination favors charge transfer
allowing a spatial redistribution of the charge, via hybridiza-
tion, in a way that minimizes the repulsion between the filled
orbitals of the gold atoms and those of the surface atoms.30
V. CONCLUSIONS
The electronic structure and oxidation state of atomic Au
adsorbed on the regular O sites of the perfect CeO2111
terrace has been investigated in detail by means of periodic
DFT-based calculations using the LDA+U, GGA+U, and
HSE06 exchange-correlation potentials. For the LDA+U and
GGA+U series of calculations a broad range of U values has
been explored. In addition, the effect of the lattice parameter
a0 and of the geometry optimization procedure has also been
analyzed by systematically varying a0 and by using different
ways to obtain the optimum geometry.
From this systematic study it appears that the final de-
scription of the physical and chemical properties is strongly
affected by various factors, including the way the slab sur-
face model is constructed and the choice for the starting ge-
ometry, but with the exchange-correlation potential playing a
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fundamental role. The LDA+U calculations with U=5 eV
predict two solutions: One with oxidized Au, provided the
proper starting geometry is used, and one with a slightly
higher energy +51 meV where Au remains neutral. The
picture emerging from the GGA+U calculations depends
markedly on the value of U. For U=0 equaling pure GGA,
only solutions with neutral gold were found, while for U
=3 eV the solution depends on the cell parameter employed
in the calculation; for values around the experimental cell
parameter, a neutral state of the adatom is predicted, but for
the somewhat larger theoretical equilibrium cell parameter,
both types of solution are found, with energies differing by
only a few meV. When U=5 eV the electronic ground state
corresponds to oxidized Au except for unrealistically small
values for the lattice parameter. Finally, two electronic states
with neutral and oxidized Au are also found in the hybrid
HSE06 calculations, but in this case the energy is lower by
around 150 meV for the solution with neutral Au.
A common feature of the calculations is the simulta-
neous existence of two nearly degenerate solutions, one with
neutral and one with fully oxidized adsorbed Au. This find-
ing makes it extremely difficult to reach a firm conclusion
about the final oxidation state of Au adsorbed on the regular
CeO2111 surface. However, this study does show conclu-
sively that all methods are capable of finding both solutions
for reasonable values of the lattice parameter as well as of
the U value in the LDA+U and GGA+U methods or of the
amount of Fock exchange in the hybrid DFT calculations and
that the two solutions are close in energy. Unfortunately, the
energy difference between the two solutions is within the
accuracy limits of the present state of the art DFT methods
and thus we cannot determine conclusively which solution is
the absolute minimum energy situation.
Note also that in the case where Au is oxidized, the
surface atomic structure is noticeably changed due to the
need to accommodate the larger Ce3+ cation resulting from
the charge transfer between the Au adatom and the oxide
surface. The energy required to accommodate this distortion
is probably gained from the attractive electrostatic interac-
tion between the oxidized gold and the oxygen atoms at the
surface. As a result, the two types of solutions exhibit similar
energies and any small change in the calculation methodol-
ogy changes the nature of the ground state.
To summarize, the oxidation state of Au on CeO2111
predicted by LDA+U, GGA+U and hybrid HSE06 density
functional calculations is still uncertain and strongly depends
on the method chosen, although the starting geometry and
the way the surface model is constructed also play a role.
Rigorously speaking, it is not possible to reach a firm and
definitive answer and the final picture depends on which of
the used methods has more credit for the reader. Some will
argue that the GGA+U exchange-correlation potential is ac-
curate enough and claim that hybrid functionals may intro-
duce spurious effects and some will argue the contrary,
namely, that hybrid functionals have proven to provide nu-
merical results in better agreement with experiment and to
properly describe strongly correlated systems. It is likely that
the answer to this dilemma can only be found by especially
careful surface science experiments. Nevertheless, all meth-
ods agree in predicting a very small energy difference be-
tween the two types of solution for the description of Au
interacting with the O atop site.
Selected calculations carried out for the bridge site show
that the relative stability of the sites can change with the
choice of computational parameters. The global minimum
predicted by the G3 setup with a0=5.40 Å is close to the
atop site but with Au forming an angle of 28° with respect to
the perpendicular to the surface and with Au remaining neu-
tral. At this level adsorption at the bridge site leads to a
solution with oxidized Au but 0.13 eV above the global mini-
mum. This result is different from the prediction arising from
G5 with a0=5.49 Å, where Au is oxidized and the global
minimum is the bridge site with an energy 0.13 eV lower
than for the atop site. The systematic analysis carried out in
this work for the atop site allows us to better understand the
origin of these differences and the determining influence of
the choice of some computational parameters.
In any case, the very small energy difference between
neutral and cationic Au adsorbed at the surface strongly sug-
gests the presence of a statistical distribution of the two spe-
cies at the most stable adsorption sites of the CeO2111
surface as a function of temperature. Thus, practical applica-
tions especially at elevated temperature should definitely
take into account this unusual and interesting interplay of the
Au0 /Au+ Ce4+ /Ce3+ states even in the absence of defects
on the CeO2111 surface. The close energetic proximity of
these neutral and oxidized states of atomic Au adsorbates on
ceria is expected to strongly contribute to the observed rich-
ness of chemistry of this important type of supported metal
systems.
Finally, one must be aware that the difficulties encoun-
tered in describing Au on CeO2111 by means of DFT meth-
ods are more generally applicable to many strongly corre-
lated systems, for example NiO,33 the high-critical
temperature superconducting parent compounds,53
manganites,70 and the new iron pnictides.83 It is clearly im-
portant in calculations of these types of materials that we
check the accuracy of the exchange-correlation functionals
against experimental data before extracting definite conclu-
sions from the calculations.
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